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Introduction
The environment is considered a critical social and economic issue that needs to be
addressed seriously if we are to preserve the quality of life for ourselves and the
generations to come.
In 2005, Napa Mermaid took the first steps towards environmental protection. The same
year an environmental management system based on ISO 14001:2004 was implemented
making our hotel one of the first hotels certified to ISO 14001 in Cyprus.
Since June 2015 the hotel has joined Travelife certification scheme to improve its
environmental, social and economic impacts cost-effectively. It received the gold award
in June 2015.

Respecting the people, nature and cultural aspects of Cyprus and showing our guests
how we demonstrates our commitment to protect Cyprus nature culture and civilization
for years to come.
Napa Mermaid has responsibility and commitment to work with its supply chain and other
local stakeholders for a more sustainable and greener future. Reducing energy, waste,
and water usage results reduces our environmental footprint and provides a good
example to our hotel team and collaborators.
Sustainability also means to take care of employees, improve customer satisfaction and
staff morale, and enhance our operations.
This report presents the environmental and sustainability progress of Napa Mermaid Hotel
for 2016.
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The hotel
Napa Mermaid Hotel & Suites is located in the most
privileged location of the cosmopolitan resort of
Ayia Napa in Cyprus.
It is considered one of the most beautiful hotels in
Ayia Napa, offering excellent hospitality and
receiving high ratings from guests and continuous
awards from Tour Operators.
The Napa Mermaid Hotel & Suites is freshly
renovated in a cool contemporary style, combining
an airy Mediterranean flair with selected natural
elements. The hotel is superbly situated only a few
minutes away from the resort centre and
overlooking the spectacular Grecian Bay with its
golden sands and crystal clear waters. This chic
and elegant hotel combines comfortable and
relaxed facilities with impeccable discreet and
friendly service.
It is ideal for weddings, holidays, honeymoons or just
a perfect rest in Ayia Napa, Cyprus.
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Facts sheet
Official Classification: 3 star
Services, Facilities & Presentation: Superior 4 star
Number of rooms: 150
Address: Kryou Nerou 45, 5343 Ayia Napa, Cyprus
Telephone: +357 23721606
Telefax: +357 23721909
E-mail: info@napamermaidhotel.com
Internet Page: www.napamermaidhotel.com
Guest rooms: 59 side sea view rooms, 10 executive rooms,
24 junior suites, 16 pool-side sea view rooms, 13 superior
side sea rooms, 24 full sea view rooms and 4 Grand Suites.
Room facilities: Air condition, heating, balcony, terrace or
balcony, bathroom with bath and shower or shower
cubicle, international direct telephone line, wireless
internet connection, mini bar, full length mirror, dressing
table, hairdryer, color Satelite TV, safe deposit box, tea
and coffee making facilities.
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Facts sheet
Guest service facilities: Spacious lobby, sun terraces,
TV lounge, 24 hour reception service, wireless internet
connection, currency exchange, car hire, sightseeing
tours, taxi service, free parking, laundry and dry
cleaning, luggage storage, multi-lingual staff,
babysitting, doctor on call, floral services.
Flavors restaurant: Breakfast, A la carte lunch, Table
D’Hote, buffet theme nights
Bubbles Pool Bar: Cocktails, drinks, snacks (weather
permitting)
Andama Cocktail bar: Cocktail bar, snacks and A La
Carte lunch
Souvenir Shop

Hairdressing Salon:Unisex
Conference Rooms:For up to 100 delegates
Sports & Leisure: Outdoor fresh water pool, indoor
heated pool, water sports on the beach, diving
school, tennis court, fully equipped gym, whirlpool,
Jacuzzi, sauna, steam bath, professional massage
treatments.
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What is environmental protection?
Environmental protection is the practice of protecting the natural environment from the
hotel’s activities for the benefit of both the natural environment and humans.
Our hotel uses resources as inputs (food ingredients, chemicals, water, energy e.t.c) to
produce products (like food, beverages) and provide services (like accommodation, spa
treatments). Our activities and processes in transforming inputs to outputs have negative
impact to the environment.

What is sustainability?
Sustainability creates and maintains the conditions under which humans and nature
can exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the social, economic and other
requirements of present and future generations.
Sustainability is important to making sure that we have and will continue to have, the
water, materials, and resources to protect human health and our environment.
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Sustainable development
Everything that we need for our survival and well-being depends, either directly or
indirectly, on our natural environment.

Sustainability creates and maintains the conditions under which humans and nature
can exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the social, economic and other
requirements of present and future generations.
Sustainability is important to making sure that we have and will continue to have, the
water, materials, and resources to protect human health and our environment.
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The ISO 14001 and how it works
ISO 14001:2004 sets out the criteria for an
environmental management system
(EMS). It is considered as the world’s
most recognized framework for an EMS.
It maps out a framework to set up an
effective environmental management
system. It can be used by any
organization regardless of its activity or
sector.
ISO 14001 provides assurance to
company management and employees
as well as external stakeholders that
environmental
impact
is
being
measured and improved.
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Travelife
Travelife is an international sustainability certification scheme.
It helps hotel members around the world improve their environmental, social and
economic impacts cost-effectively.
Hotels that meet the Travelife standard are formally recognised with a Travelife award to
promote their achievements.
To achieve a Travelife award and become certified, a hotel must become a Travelife
member and prove through an external audit that it meets the Travelife assessment
criteria. The audit is repeated every two years.
Travelife concerns water, energy, waste, buying local, supporting local community, fair
employment, involving guests and society, monitoring and reporting improvements.
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Our Sustainability policies
Environmental Vision
Napa Mermaid’s management and employees are committed to environmental
protection and implementation of a relevant management system to reduce the hotel’s
impact on the environment and continuously improve its performance.

Environmental Goals
1. Ensure that we comply with all applicable legislations and regulations.
2. Collaborate with the local and state authorities for implementing legislation and
regulations.
3. Adopt procedures and measures which minimize our environmental impact.
4. Plan and implement reliable and productive processes, services and infrastructure.
5. Regularly set, measure and monitor environmental targets and programs.

6. Take corrective and preventive actions whenever necessary
7. Provide training and other skills to new and existing employees.
8. Encourage our employees to improve their sense of responsibility towards the
environment.
9. Invite guests and local community to support our environmental efforts.
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Our Sustainability policies
Human Resources Commitment
Napa Mermaid firmly believes that human resource is critical to an employee oriented,
productive workplace in which employees are energized and engaged. We are
committed in investing and promoting our people for their personal, economic and
professional development.
Furthermore we commit in maintaining an efficient
workplace that improves the morale and productivity of employees and minimizes
complaints, disruptions and inefficiencies. The hotel is against all forms of unlawful and
unfair discrimination. All applicants and employees will be treated fairly and will not be
discriminated.

Quality Commitment
Napa Mermaid Hotel & Suites aims to become one of the top five hotels in Cyprus in
terms of quality and guest satisfaction. The hotel affirms that is highly committed to
providing high quality services with an aim to satisfy the needs and expectations of our
valued guests.

Health & Safety Commitment
The hotel management is responsible for the health & safety of all hotel guests and staff
and is committed to conduct all necessary actions towards the above.
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Our Sustainability policies
Community Commitment
Napa Mermaid aims in working closely with the local society (communities,
administrations, businesses, other organizations and individuals) for achieving
sustainable development, developing the surrounding communities, and protecting the
local environment, history and culture. By operating our hotel responsibly, implementing
legislation and respecting our stakeholders, we create strong ties with the local society
and build a respectful reputation.

Human Rights Commitment
Napa Mermaid supports promotes and implements human rights as described in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and ILO’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles
and Rights at Work.
As a responsible employer Napa Mermaid is against: All forms of unlawful and unfair
discrimination. All people are treated fairly and will not be discriminated on the basis of
gender, marital status, religious belief, political opinion, race, disability, sexual
orientation and age. Any form of illegal employment. Any exploitation of children and do
not accept child abuse and child labor. Any forced or compulsory labor.
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Roles
•

Environmental Officer: Mr. Sotiris Hadjittofi

•

Deputy Environmental Officer: Mrs. Maria Paschali

•

H&S Officer: Mr. Christos Louca

•

Human Resources Manager1: Mr. Christos Louca

•

Local Community Coordinator: Mrs. Maria Paschali

•

HSE Committee: C. Louca, I. Charalambous, P. Champou, G. Nicolaou, S. Hadjittofi,
M. Alexandrou, K. Klashi

1. Responsible for labour standards and human rights
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Major environmental impacts
Our environmental impact analysis has determined as major impacts:

1.

Use of energy (Electrical, LPG, diesel)

2.

Use of water

3.

Solid waste (i.e., Food, glass, plastic, paper)

4.

Use of hazardous substances (i.e., Chemicals, lamps, toners)

5.

Use of CFC’s

6.

Emissions to air

7.

Occupational health and safety hazards

Therefore, objectives and targets are set every two years to reduce improve our
performance.
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Major Objectives & Targets 2016
Energy consumption: -3% compared to 2014. Energy consumption was 26.1 KwH/guest
night in 2014 και 25.5 KwH/guest night in 2016. Reduction of 3.5%

Water consumption: -5% compared to 2014. In 2014 the water consumption per guest
night was 0.138m3 and in 2016 was 0,132 m3/guest night. Reduction of 4.5%.
Chemical consumption: -5% compared to 2014. The use of chemicals was reduced
9.2% in 2016 compared to 2015, but increase of 9% compared to 2014. 0.022lt/guest
night for 2014, 0.026lt/guest night for 2015, and 0.024lt/δ for 2014.
Solid waste to dump: -15% compared to 2014. Reduction of garbage 10%. Increase of
recycling 13% - 20%.
Communicate to clients environmental objectives and actions. Involve clients to
environmental days and activities. A Corporate Social Responsibility page was added
to the hotel’s website. New informational leaflets were developed. Events and
activities were organized.
Implementation of EC 2037/2000 on substances that deplete the ozone layer. The
hotel has 257 Kg of R134A, R404, R404A & R507. No R22 is used at the hotel.

Some of our environmental measures
1.

Energy efficient chiller with heat recovery.

2.

PV for swimming pools pumps

3.

Energy efficient lamps in rooms and public areas. LED and economic lamps
covering >85%.

4.

All departments participate at the REduse, REuse and REcycle program.

5.

Recycling points throughout the hotel (paper, PMD, glass).

6.

The hotel collects and recycles: Paper, PMD, glass, batteries, ink cartridges,
cooking oil, lamps, electric and electronic appliances, plastic, wood, metals,
gardening waste.

7.

Recycling of oil filters and containers of hazardous chemicals.

8.

Central recycling areas for paper, PMD and glass. These are removed twice a
week.

9.

“Let’s Recycle Together”, clients participate at recycling.

8.

Replaced Christmas and new year printed cards with electronic cards.

9.

Guest rooms are equipped with devices for automatically switching off electricity.

10. Energy efficient electrical equipment (A+, A++) is purchased. They include 4016
minibar refrigerators, 100 TV’s, kitchen and restaurant equipment..

Some of our environmental measures
11. Instructions and signs are available in order to save energy and water.
12. Water flow in guest and public areas is less than 5ltr/min for basins and less than
10ltr/min for showers.
13. Water taps with water reducer.
14. Water saving system for garden irrigation.
15. All new employees attend an induction training which includes sections in all
aspects of sustainability, health & safety. Refreshing courses are organized every
year.
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Energy Analysis 2016
Use

KwH/g.n.

%

Water heating*

7.26

31.0%

Other**

5.09

21.7%

Cooling

3.58

15.3%

Restaurant

Kitchen

3.15

13.4%

Exterenal Pool

Guest rooms

1.32

5.6%

Stores

Spa & Int. pool

1.13

4.8%

Stores

0.93

4.0%

Spa & Int. pool

Exterenal Pool

0.63

2.7%

Restaurant

0.35

1.5%

Total

23.44

*Includes internal swimming pool water
heating
**Lighting, bar, offices e.t.c.

Energy Assessement 2016 (KwH/g.n.)

Guest rooms
Kitchen
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Water heating*
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Sources of energy:
•

Electricity: 62%

•

Diesel: 31%

•

LPG: 7%
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Water Analysis 2016
Water Use

m3/g.n.

%

Rooms

0.047

34.9%

Other

0.038

28.1%

F&B

0.031

23.0%

Pools

0.018

13.3%

Irrigation

0.001

0.7%

Total

0.135

Water assessment (m3/g.n.)
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Environmental Performance
Garbage (Kg/Guest Night)
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Environmental Performance
Lamp Recycling (Kg)
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Environmental Performance
Toner Recycling (Kg)
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Environmental Performance
Cleaning Chemical Usage (lt/g.n.)
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Sustainability actions & performance
1.

Purchase of locally made products: Dairy, meat, chicken, farm fish, sausages,
fruits, vegetables, wines, spirits, flour, eggs, bakery and other products.

2.

All our major services providers are local.

3.

Enriched our breakfast with traditional products: Halloumi, anari, lountza,
pastellaki, soutziokos, local sweets, dry fruits, nuts, zucchini, eggplants and other.

4.

A Cyprus night is organized every week.

5.

Each dinner buffet includes two local dishes.

6.

Our snack menu features local.

Cypriot
Products

Imported
Products

Local Services

Non Local
Services

2015

44.4%

55.6%

65.5%

34.5%

2016

54.2%

45.8%

54.4%

45.6%

Year

Support to local community
1.

Apostolos Pavlos School Charity Bazar

2.

Hosting St. Varnavas School

3.

Sculputre park cleaning and tree plantings events

4.

Volunteering at the annual charity event of Apostolos Pavlos Special School.

5.

Participating at Let’s do it Cyprus day.

6.

Supporting the Likeio Ellinidon Ammochostou .

7.

Provision of food and pastries to the annual charity event of Apostolos Varnavas
Special School, 4/6/2015 .

8.

Blood donations.

9.

Donations to charities like Ena Oneiro mia Efxi), families in need and local
churches.

10. Free accommodation vouchers to NGO’s, schools, suppliers, employees of other
hotels.
11. Educational tours from the local hotel school, elementary and high schools.
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Ap. Pavlos Charity Bazzar 18.05.17
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Hosting St. Varnavas School 02.05.17

Sculpture Park Cleaning 16.05.17

Let’s do it Cyprus 10.04.16

28

Sculpure Park tree planting 20.11.15
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Building communication bridges
Sustainability and cultural events are published by the hotel as well as leaflets that
promote the Cypriot history, culture and civilization.
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Labour & human rights standards
1.

All employees are covered by the collective agreement or an employment
contract.

2.

85% of seasonal employees returned back this year.

3.

Employment and professional development opportunities are provided to young
and unemployed people.

4.

85% of our employees are local residents.

5.

Training and skills development to employees.

6.

Activities and events that promote team spirit (Excursions, overnight stay at hotel,
winery tour, dinners)

7.

Donations to staff families in need.
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Labour performance
Year

Hotel
Employees

Men

Women

Locals

Non Locals

2015

116

48

68

101

15

2016

141

57

84

115
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Year

Men

Women

Locals

Non Locals

2015

41%

59%

87%

13%

2016

40%

60%

82%

18%

Training
Year

Total Training Sustainability Training hours /
(hours)
Training (hours)
employee

Sustainability training
hours / employee

2015

1260

430

10.9

3.7

2016

1309

110

9.3

0.8
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Improvements through client feedback
The corrective actions that took place during summer 2016 based on
guest questionnaire feedback were:
▪ Replacement of balcony chairs on all the superior rooms balconies.
The remaining will be replaced during the next renovation.
▪ Purchase of more sunbeds by the pool to meet the demand.
▪ New background system for music in the public areas.
▪ Wi-Fi improvement by implementing a new system (i-feedback) as
from June 2016, which is also an additional tool to get guest reviews
and statistics.
▪ New procedure for in-room change of pool towels which, however,
did not work well, and we have reinstated our old system (service
from the spa reception).
▪ Renovation of another 39 standard rooms to Superior rooms (more
spacious, bigger balcony, new furniture/lighting and bathroom).
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